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Abstract—WebAssembly is the newest web standard. It defines
a compact bytecode format that allows it to be loaded and
executed fast. While WebAssembly is generally believed to be
faster than JavaScript, there have been inconsistent results when
it comes to showing which code is faster. Unfortunately, insufficient study has been conducted to understand the performance
benefits of WebAssembly. In this paper, we investigate how
browser engines optimize WebAssembly execution in comparison
to JavaScript. In particular, we measure their execution time and
memory usage with diverse programs. Our results show that
(1) JIT optimization in Chrome significantly impacts JavaScript
speed but has no discernible effect on WebAssembly speed; (2)
WebAssembly uses much more memory than JavaScript. We
hope that our findings can help WebAssembly virtual machine
developers uncover optimization opportunities.

I. I NTRODUCTION

This paper focuses on comparing WebAssembly with generic
JavaScript using diverse benchmarks with multiple inputs.
We investigate how browser engines optimize WebAssembly
execution comparing to JavaScript. In particular, WebAssembly
runtime differs from JavaScript runtime in two aspects. First,
WebAssembly programs are delivered as compiled binaries that
can be loaded and decoded faster than JavaScript programs,
which have to be parsed and compiled at runtime. Second,
unlike JavaScript that uses garbage collection, WebAssembly
employs a linear memory model that allocates a large chunk
of memory at instantiation. In this paper, we measure their
performances to answer two research questions:
RQ1. Is WebAssembly always faster than JavaScript?
RQ2. Which is more memory efficient, WebAssembly or
JavaScript?

To answer the research questions, we compile 30 widely-used
WebAssembly (abbreviated Wasm) [1] is the newest web
standard designed to speed up web applications. It defines a C benchmarks to WebAssembly and JavaScript, and measure
portable and compact bytecode format to serve as a compilation their execution time and memory usage on Google Chrome
target for other languages such as C, C++, and Rust. Leading (v79). Our results show that:
companies, such as eBay, Google, and Norton, have recently 1. For small program input, WebAssembly is faster than
embraced WebAssembly in a variety of projects (including
JavaScript. However, when the input size is increased,
barcode scanners [2], pattern matching [3], and TensorFlow.js
more than half of the WebAssembly programs (56.7%)
machine learning applications [4]) to improve the speed of
become slower than JavaScript. This is due to the fact that
services previously developed in JavaScript.
a lengthier execution with repeating loops results in a more
Although WebAssembly is generally believed to be faster
aggressive Just-in-time (JIT) compilation on JavaScript.
than JavaScript, there have been inconsistent findings in
Chrome’s JIT optimizations, on the other hand, do not
practice [5], [6], [7]. For example, eBay developers used
significantly enhance WebAssembly speed.
WebAssembly to create a barcode scanner, which increased the 2. WebAssembly requires substantially more memory than
speed by 50 times over the JavaScript solution [2]. Samsung
JavaScript in the Chrome browser (v79). This is because
developers, on the other hand, discovered that when multiplying
of the usage of garbage collection in JavaScript, which
matrices of specific sizes on the Samsung Internet browser
dynamically monitors memory allocations to decide when
(v7.2.10.12), WebAssembly is slower than JavaScript [8].
the memory that is no longer in use should be reclaimed.
WebAssembly,
on the other hand, uses a linear memory
Unfortunately, insufficient study has been done to undermodel
that
allocates
a big chunk of memory at instantiation
stand WebAssembly’s performance benefit over JavaScript.
and
does
not
reclaim
memory automatically.
Existing work on WebAssembly performance measurement
either focuses on comparing WebAssembly with native code We hope that our findings and analysis results will help
or is limited to one particular type of application. Haas WebAssembly virtual machine developers in improving Weet al. [1] measured the performance of WebAssembly in bAssembly runtime speed and memory usage.
comparison to asm.js and native code. Jangda et al. [9]
analyzed the performance of WebAssembly vs. native code.
II. BACKGROUND
Sandhu et al. [10] studied the performance of sparse matrixvector multiplication in WebAssembly, and Herrera et al.
WebAssembly and JavaScript both execute in JavaScript
[11] measured the performance of numerical programs using engines. However, the two languages differ significantly in
WebAssembly.
terms of execution model and memory management.

to WebAssembly/JavaScript, does not support all C features
that mainstream C compilers (such as GCC) do. We handle
these features that aren’t supported, including Exception and
Union, that prevent us from compiling the C programs to
WebAssembly and JavaScript.

A. Execution Model
JavaScript source code is parsed, optimized, and compiled
at runtime. Inside JavaScript engines, JavaScript source code
must first be parsed to an abstract syntax tree, which is used to
generate bytecode. To speed up JavaScript execution, modern
browser engines use Just-in-time (JIT) compilation [12] on the
occurrences of frequently executed bytecode to convert it to
machine code for direct execution on the hardware.
By contrast, the low-level WebAssembly bytecode does
not need to be parsed because it is ready to be compiled
into machine code. Moreover, WebAssembly has already gone
through the majority of optimizations during compilation. The
runtime speed is highly reliant on how well browsers optimize
WebAssembly execution.
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union {
Fig. 2. Transforming
double a;
unsigned long long b;
} t;
t.a = ...;
t.b = ...;

struct { double
try-catch23exception
handler.
24

a; } t2;
typedef struct {
unsigned long long b;
} TB;
t2.a = ...;
((TB*)(&t2))->b = ...;

For
example, Cheerp does not support
C exceptions prop21
25
26
erly22 [15]. In particular, Cheerp eliminates
all the catch blocks
(b) Union databut
type leaves the associated
from the try-catch statements
throw statements in place, resulting in dangling exceptions during runtime. As unhandled exceptions can cause runtime errors,
Cheerp provides a workaround solution which forces an abort
whenever an exception is thrown through the -fexceptions
command line option. In practice, however, if any code uses
exceptions for purposes other than throwing errors (for example,
using exceptions to jump out of loops), Cheerp will not translate
the code correctly, and the source code logic after compilation
will be wrong. To resolve unsupported exceptions, we transform
the source code to a no-exception version. As shown in Fig. 2,
we remove the try-catch statement and replace a throw
statement with a variable error (at line 9) that stores whether
the exception occurs or not. Statements in the catch block
are copied to the error predicate (lines 15-16) which will be
executed if the exception occurs.

Memory allocation in JavaScript is managed by the garbage
collector that automatically monitors memory allocation and
identifies when a block of allocated memory is no longer in
use and reclaims it. As a result of the automated memory
management, JavaScript is relatively memory-efficient. As
demonstrated in the experiments (Section IV-B1), the memory
required by JavaScript programs remains constant even when
dealing with extremely large input.
In contrast to JavaScript’s garbage collection, WebAssembly
uses a linear memory model [13]. The linear memory is
represented as a contiguous buffer of untyped bytes that both
WebAssembly and JavaScript can read and modify. When a
WebAssembly module is instantiated, a memory instance is
created in order to allocate a chunk of linear memory for the
module to use and emulate dynamic memory allocations. If
the initial memory is used up, the memory instance will be
extended to a larger size. When processing a large amount
of data, our experiments show that WebAssembly consumes
significantly more memory than JavaScript.

Benchmarks
(C Source code)

int error = 0;
...
if(matrix[i][j][k] <= 0)
error = 1;
...
if(error) {
std::cout << "Runtime
Error" << std::endl;
}

(a) try-catch exception handler
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try {
...
if(matrix[i][j][k] <= 0)
throw std::runtime_error(
"Runtime Error");
} catch (...) {
std::cout << e.what()
<< std::endl;
}

B. Compiling C to Wasm/JS
After preprocessing, we compile the transformed C programs
to WebAssembly and JavaScript using Cheerp. During the
compilation, several parameters are used:

Instrumenting
and Measuring

•

Collecting
Results

Fig. 1. Overview.

III. M ETHODOLOGY
Fig. 1 shows the procedure we use to measure the performance of WebAssembly and JavaScript. It has three steps: (1)
Transforming Source Code, (2) Compiling C to Wasm/JS, and
(3) Collecting Result.

•

A. Transforming Source Code

•

In the first step, we preprocess the source code by transforming it and replacing incompatible primitives with compliant
implementations. This preprocessing step is needed because the
Cheerp [14] compiler, which we use to compile C programs
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Input Size. The value of a program’s input that affects
the amount of calculations is referred to as its input size
(e.g., the dimensions of a matrix multiplication). In our
experiment, we compile 30 C benchmark programs chosen
from the PolyBenchC benchmark suite [16] (Section IV-A).
For each benchmark, we use five sets of input: Extra Small
(XS), Small (S), Medium (M), Large (L), and Extra Large
(XL), as specified in PolyBenchC.
Optimization Level. Cheerp provides several optimization levels. We use optimization level -O2 in our experiment since it achieves a good balance between execution
time, resulting code size, and compilation time [17].
Stack/Heap Limit. By default, Cheerp-compiled WebAssembly programs have a maximum heap size of
8MB and maximum stack size of 1MB. A program
that uses heap/stack in excess of this limit will cause
runtime errors. To overcome this limit, we use com-

TABLE I
P OLY B ENCH C BENCHMARK STATISTICS .
Program

cLOC

LOC

Program

covariance
175
958 3mm
correlation
201
984 atax
gemm
194
978 bicg
gemver
215
997 doitgen
gesummv
181
963 mvt
symm
194
977 cholesky
syrk
172
955 durbin
syr2k
187
970 gramschmidt
trmm
171
954 lu
2mm
214
999 ludcmp
* cLOC excludes benchmark harness.

cLOC

LOC

Program

229
170
186
176
180
170
163
185
170
212

1,015
953
969
960
962
952
945
974
952
994

trisolv
deriche
floyd-warshall
nussinov
adi
fdtd-2d
heat-3d
jacobi-1d
jacobi-2d
seidel-2d

TABLE II
E XECUTION TIME STATISTICS .
SD #1

SD gmean2

SU #3

SU gmean4

All gmean5

cLOC

LOC

Input Size

154
227
146
495
205
214
171
157
160
150

936
1,010
928
1,277
988
998
954
940
943
933

Extra-small
0
0x ↓
30
35.30x ↑
35.30x ↑
Small
1
1.53x ↓
29
8.35x ↑
7.67x ↑
Medium
17
1.53x ↓
13
3.68x ↑
1.38x ↑
15
1.67x ↓
15
1.16x ↑
0.83x ↑
Large
Extra-large
17
1.22x ↓
13
1.08x ↑
0.92x ↑
1: # of benchmarks which WebAssembly runs slower than JavaScript.
SD is short for the slowdown. 2: Geometric mean for SD. 3: # of benchmarks
which WebAssembly runs faster than JavaScript. SU is short for speedup.
4: Geometric mean for SU. 5: Geometric mean for all 30 benchmarks.

piler flags ‘cheerp-linear-heap-size’ and ‘cheerp- B. RQ1: Execution Time
linear-stack-size’ to increase the heap/stack size.
1) Results: The execution time results are shown in Table
II.
WebAssembly outperforms JavaScript for most of the
C. Collecting Result
benchmarks when using XS or S input (100% and 96.7% for XS
1) Including Wasm/JS within a Webpage: To measure the and S, respectively). Comparing with JavaScript, WebAssembly
runtime performance in browsers, we create an HTML webpage achieves a 35.30x average speedup for XS inputs and a 7.67x
that includes the compiled WebAssembly/JavaScript program. average speedup for S inputs.
This webpage is minimal and includes just the JavaScript
However, when the input size is increased to M, there
program or the JavaScript loader (generated for instantiating are 17 benchmarks where WebAssembly becomes slower
WebAssembly) using a ‘<script>’ tag to reduce the overhead than JavaScript. For example, ‘Lu’ in WebAssembly was
imposed by other page elements.
62.50x and 2.84x faster than JavaScript for XS (N=40) and S
2) Measuring Execution Time: We use the JavaScript timer (N=120) input, respectively. However, with M input (N=400),
performance.now() [18] to measure the execution time, it became 2.49x slower. For the other 13 benchmarks, the speed
which has a precision of up to microseconds. The timer is difference between WebAssembly and JavaScript also narrows
included in both the generated JavaScript program and the considerably (3.68x on average). For example, when using XS
JavaScript loader, and calls to the timer are placed before input, S input, and M input, the WebAssembly version of the
and after the target program starts and ends. We run each ‘3mm’ benchmark is 47.71x, 10.54x, and 1.12x faster than the
benchmark ten times and calculate the average.
JavaScript version. When the input is further increased to L or
3) Measuring Memory Usage: We measure memory usage XL, the number of benchmarks where JavaScript outperforms
using developer tools, i.e., Chrome DevTools, which contains WebAssembly does not increase.
a heap profiler [19] that shows memory distribution by a
2) JIT Optimization: To investigate why WebAssembly
page’s JavaScript objects and DOM nodes. The memory performs worse than JavaScript when inputs are large, we
usage observed includes overhead caused by other browser study the impact of Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation. JavaScript
components such as page renderer. To reduce the overhead engines in modern browsers use JIT compilation to increase
imposed by other tasks, we run just one browser tab at a time the speed of JavaScript by optimizing frequently executed code
that executes a single benchmark.
(e.g., hot-loops) [21]. It is unclear if JIT can substantially
improve WebAssembly speed. To understand this correlation,
IV. E VALUATION
we compare the execution time with JIT enabled and disabled.
Specifically, we use the ‘--no-opt’ flag [22] and ‘--liftoff
We measure the performance differences in Google Chrome
--no-wasm-tier-up’ flags [23] to disable the JIT optimiza(v79). The experiments were done on a machine with Intel i7
tion (i.e., TurboFan optimizing compiler) for JavaScript and
CPU, 16GB memory, running Ubuntu 18.04.
WebAssembly in Chrome.
Fig. 3 shows the performance improvement with JIT, where
A. Subject Programs
the y-axis is the ratio of the execution time without JIT to the
We compile 30 C benchmarks to WebAssembly/JavaScript execution time with JIT. The last two bars are the geometric
and compare their performance differences. Table I lists mean and average. As can be seen, JIT-enabled JavaScript
the 30 C benchmarks. These programs are selected from outperforms JIT-disabled JavaScript 38.37 times on average. By
PolyBenchC (version 4.2.1), which includes compute-intensive contrast, most of the WebAssembly programs have performance
programs that we believe may represent some of the use cases improvement ratios close to one, suggesting that there is no
for which WebAssembly was designed [20]. For example, substantial difference in performance with and without JIT.
it includes programs that perform matrix calculations and
Takeaway 1: JIT optimization in Chrome significantly
graph algorithms which are important kernels for many image impacts JavaScript speed but has no discernible effect on
processing applications and scientific model simulations.
WebAssembly speed.
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on comparing WebAssembly with native code or is limited
to one particular type of application. By contrast, our work
compares WebAssembly and generic JavaScript using diverse
benchmarks with multiple inputs.
There have been prior works on WebAssembly analysis tools,
protections, and studies [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31],
[32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39]. Wasabi [26] is
the first general-purpose framework for dynamically analyzing
WebAssembly. Lehmann et al. [27] analyzed how vulnerabilities in memory-unsafe source languages are exploitable
in WebAssembly binaries. Swivel [28] is a new compiler
framework for hardening WebAssembly against Spectre attacks.
Musch et al. [25] studied the prevalence of WebAssembly, and
Hilbig et al. [33] analyzed security properties, source languages,
and use cases of real-world WebAssembly binaries.
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Fig. 3. Performance improvement by JIT.

VI. L IMITATION AND F UTURE W ORK
Our study is potentially subject to several threats, including the representativeness of the benchmarks used and the
generalizability of the results. WebAssembly was designed to
be utilized in a range of applications such as cryptographic
libraries, games, image processing, arithmetic computation, and
others [25], [20]. While we believe the benchmarks we used
may represent some common WebAssembly use cases, we do
not measure large standalone applications such as games in the
comparison. Cheerp is unable to build these applications due
to the complexity of its source code. We plan to address the
incompatibility issues in the future by changing the compiler
or rewriting the source code. Another threat concerns the
generalization of the performance results. The benchmarks
used in the study were evaluated on Google Chrome, one of
the most popular web browsers. As a result, the findings of
this study do not represent the performance of other popular
browsers such as Mozilla Firefox and Microsoft Edge. We plan
to compare the performance difference across various browsers
in the future.
Our future work includes four directions. First, WebAssembly
runtime environments play a critical role in performance.
Thus, we plan to study the performance difference on various
browsers and platforms. Second, we find that compilers
generating WebAssembly programs can impact the runtime
performance, especially the optimization techniques applied.
Next, we want to investigate the impact of compilers used in
generating WebAssembly binaries. Third, our current dataset is
limited to simple C benchmarks with a few hundred LOC. We
will add complex real-world applications in the experiments.
Fourth, we plan to investigate how to optimize WebAssembly
runtime to improve its speed and memory efficiency.

TABLE III
AVERAGE M EMORY U SAGE ( IN KB).
Input Size

JavaScript

WebAssembly

Extra-small
Small
Medium
Large
Extra-large

885.5
883.5
883.7
884.3
885.1

2,020.1
2,123.7
3,363.1
36,168.3
143,899.5

C. RQ2: Memory Usage
The memory usage statistics are shown in Table III. As
can be seen, the memory usage of JavaScript does not change
substantially regardless of the input (between 883.5KB and
885.5KB). By contrast, WebAssembly programs consume
substantially more memory for larger inputs. On average,
WebAssembly programs use ≈36MB of memory with L
inputs and ≈144MB of memory with XL inputs. This is
due to the fact that WebAssembly does not support garbage
collection [24]. When a WebAssembly module was instantiated,
a large chunk of linear memory was initialized to simulate
memory allocations. If the initial memory is used up, rather
than reclaiming memory that is no longer in use, the linear
memory is expanded to a larger size. JavaScript, on the other
hand, uses garbage collection, which dynamically monitors
memory allocations and reclaims unneeded memory.
Takeaway 2: JavaScript is more memory-efficient than
WebAssembly due to garbage collection, which WebAssembly
presently does not support.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Our work is closely related to WebAssembly performance
measurement. Haas et al. [1] measured the performance
of WebAssembly in comparison to asm.js and native code.
Jangda et al. [9] analyzed the performance of WebAssembly
vs. native code. Sandhu et al. [10] studied the performance
of sparse matrix-vector multiplication in WebAssembly, and
Herrera et al. [11] measured the performance of numerical
programs using WebAssembly. Existing work either focuses
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